COUNCIL WORK MINUTES
AUGUST 17 2022
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, August 17, 2022, al5:30 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers, l0 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

Mayor Garth O. Green; Councilmembers: Terri Hartley; Craig
MEMBERS PRES
Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips; Ronald Riddle

STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; City
Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis;
Police Chief Darin Adams; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall.
OTHERS PRESENT: Gerald Van Iwaarden, Marc Peterson, Ann Clark, Deborah Leoni,
Ronald Thompson, Candace Howes, Nathan Bracken, Teri Kenney, Wendy Green, Susan
Rice Tipton, Kevin D. Tipton, Laura Henderson, Daniel Eves, Trent Nielsen, Diane Janes,
Kit Janes, Carter Wilkey, Brent Drew, Travis LeFewe, Tom Jett, Brian Maxfield.

CALL TO ORDER: Pastor Gerald Van Iwaarden of Westview Christian Church

gave the

invocation; the pledge was led by Laura Henderson.

AGENDA ORDER APPROVAL: Councilmember Phillips moved to approve the agenda
order; second by Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.

ADMINIS TRATION AGENDA-MAYOR AND COUNCIL BUSINESS STAFF
COMMENTS: rMayor - I have five presentations on the WWTP in different forms and I
will be organi zing a committee and I will announce that next week and we will review the
proposals. It will take a little time and they will also deal with other issues and bring
recommendations to the city conceming water. rPhillips - I want to thank the Street

Department for painting the curb on Sage Drive. I didn't go out today, but last night there
wai not a single parked car. The weeds on 100 west are cleaned up, thank you. I have had
citizens contact me about Casa Loma where it curves, there are a lot ofcars and a boat, and it
is a blind curve. Also, there are a lot of high weeds on Cal Ranch on the north end of the
property, they are 3-4 feet high. I am also wondering ifcode enforcement can look at the
weeds on the Prestwich property south of Wells Fargo bank. rMelling - on social media,
there are concems about an apartment under new ownership and families being displaced. I
spoke with the owner; it seems like there may have been issues with communication and
there are options to renew leases. I am keeping an eye on thau it appears to be taken care of.
rHartley - I want to thank the Police Departrnent and Paul Bittmenn, we attended crisis
management training this morning, I appreciate their being proactive on trying to coordinate
those things in the City and county, thank you for the invitation. rBrooke Twitchell and
Gabbie Costello - we want to talk about some events, we just finished the Moon Walk, it was
a huge success, it didn't rain. we had over 250 participants and we had a new course this
year, we are thankful for Hartley, her and her husband who helped. we send out surveys to
all participants to see what they liked and what we can do better. Phillips - I saw some
photographs on the event page, and it looked like people had a great time' Brooke - we
ieamed ttrat there are opporhrnities for family passes, we didn't offer t-shirts for children. I
am not a runner, so I was nervous, but it tumed out great and I had a lot of help. We have
been doing summ er yo+a, the 3d session is Saturday at 8:00 a.m. at Canyon Park, it has been
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sponsored every month by a business in the community, I love networking and involving
businesses in the community. Each series the numbers have grown. This Safurday is by Stone
Path. Cedar City Events sponsored a registration for July Jamboree at Tink's, there were
cool classic cars, it was a hit and we got great feedback. They had about 15,000 people over
the 2 days that came to see the cars. I am hoping they will let us do this each year. Gabbie
other events Brooke has been helping with is the Slow Roll with Active Transportation, that
was a great chance for her to partner and work with other organizations. The next one is
August 25th, we will promote our new city app coming out, we will have a booth, we want
the community aware. Coming up we have the Half Marathon on September 10fi, we
extended our reach and targeted different audiences, our heat map show where participants
are coming from Canada, East Coast and someone from the Bahamas. Brooke - that is
attributed to Gabbie knowing how to get the information out with media for people to know
of our event. One of the goals was to promote a party at the finish line, everyone is invited at
Bicentennial Park, we will have a band, the Breakfast Club, and 80's band, lots of fun things.
We want to promote the racers to hang out and celebrate. Anyone wants to volunteer you
can find me. We have the Belgium Waffle Ride Sept 23-24 and I am excited to learn more of
their program. Next year they will send Megan and I to a race in San Diego in April to show
how we can highlight them more in our community, it helps with the slow roll. Gabbie - we
have slow roll August 25th it will be at Southview Trail Head, not Veterans because of
construction, Summer Yoga August 20 and Sept 24 with Stone Path and Bristlecone will
sponsor those events, that is Brooke working with local businesses. Brooke - before I had
this job I helped with Hocus Pocus the kids trick or treat downtown, and the success is
attributed to the downtown businesses, we will help with that this year. We typically do the
lantem festival, it is postponed to spring because of scheduling issues. We had Three peaks
Oasis, west oftown, they are doing a big lantern festival by a national company, they will
donate tickets to give away to help get families out to their event. Gabbie the last thing, we
couldn't go without mentioning the Banana Split Book Club (BSBC), we have a video we
will share, there were 4,933 banana splits served, 1700 books ordered, 2,879 books checked
out and 1,500 participants of kids of all ages and some adults. We had 4 movies playing
from 9 to 3 at the library, people came and got a book, and they showed the movies at the
Library. It was a great turn out and we are glad we got to do this with the Mayor. We look
forward to bringing it back next year. Brooke - Mayor Green chatted with every kid that
came about the books, their reading level, it was so sincere and heartfelt. Also, his family
and wife Wendy, they were there every Thursday, they scooped ice cream and set up and
cleaned up every week. It was so much fun to watch the kids. Mayor it was a pleasure to
meet all the kids, when I see them on the street and their eyes light up, I ask what book they
were reading. I appreciate the library staff; it was a little over the top. I also appreciate the
parks people for bring power washer down and cleaning the sidewalk. It was very rewarding,
and a lot ofkids read all l4 books. Gabbie - I appreciate working with Brooke and the
community coming together. If you have questions let us know. Follow us on social media.
rPaul - I got a phone call from Mrs. Johnson, she did an event at Cross Hollow Arena and
wanted me to pass on how much she appreciates Scott Christensen, how wonderful he is to
work with and how they have been so accommodating, friendly and customer service
oriented, they are awesome and she loves hosting events there.

-

PUBLIC

MMENTS: rl-aura Henderson - I want to thank Gabbie and Brooke they are
on top of it and welcoming. There are thank you's from the BSBC. I am pleased it tumed out
so well. rAnn clark - last week it was so hopeful the presentation on historic parts of cedar
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City and yesterday I got tonight's agenda. The SHD zone, I wanted to go back and look at it,
I have talked with people in the area, they have a resigned despair, they think the Council
doesn't listen. I looked at this and reading from the ordinances, the recommended changes
will benefit to having student housing in one area. I thought we liked the students so much it
wasn't a problern, I think it is naive to think the students will live there. July 2020 it was a
negative recommendation from Planning Commission, and yet it was approved anyway.
Then the City Council feel it is the best to amend the SUU housing district zone and I wrote
for who. Karen Nelson on 300 West, it is not best for her, or Kathy Stringham, Kent and
Sherry Myers on 10th west and he taught at SUU. Mr. Johnson was in despair and gave up.
I am saying when you look at this, the Leavitt's are already digging across from the health
building, they want to go 50 feet. Do we ever visualize what it will look at. In 1952 they had
35' 2.5 story zoning, why stop that, they fit in to the neighborhood. We are waiting for
people to die or move, they don't care because they are renters. lCarter Wilkey on behalfof
the Cedar City Area Chamber of Commerce - we have an event next week, the first Iron
Road OffRoad Rally, partnered with DWR and DNR we received a grant, a 4 day event
Wednesday - Saturday, staging area is Diamond Z Arena. On Saturday there will be a
vendor event from 12-6. You will see more side by sides and the hotels will be fuller, and
stuffhappening at the park. Ifyou want to register, you can Ironoffroadrally.com. Phillips how was the golf tournament? Carter - there were 33 teams, it was overloaded for Jared, two
teams started at every hole. Phillip's was there this moming, Isom was there all day, Melling
was there all day also. Isom - there were 15 bogies. I was hit only once. Carter - we
appreciate the city having amazing facilities to use. rElizabeth Green - I notice a problern
with dogs offleash on their property, I have been attached walking my dogs, it has been
frustrating. I was bit last year, if my dogs see a dog walker, they think we are going to be
attacked. I have been to Animal control, and they can only talk with people. rJean Peterson
- I have been going to the Lake at the Hills and they won't keep the dogs offthe beach-and
people were rule *ith -e. I called dispatch and they asked ifthey were aggressive. There
." tignr but p"ople think it is funny. They are allowed on the trail but not on the beach.
rUayir - t forgot, Friday at noon we have a joint Council and ICSD meeting, it is a public
meeting, anyone can come. Melling - I have a family commitment; I will have to excuse
myself. Hartley - is Enoch City invited. Mayor - they were not. Hartley - their City
Manager asked me, I think it would be nice. Mayor - I will call them.
CONSIDER A SINGL E EVENT A LCOHOL PE RNTIT FOR THE C EDAR CITY
ELKS ON AUGUST 27 .20 22. CHIEF DARIN ADAMS: Candace Howes - this is our
second toumament of the season, we did over $700 the last one, and I hope to do that much
with this one for Shop with a CoP.
Chief Adams

-

the background is clean; we would positively recommend'

R&
ITS FORW REHOUSE
ER SINGLE EVENT ALC OHOL P
KITCHEN FOR TIIE BELGIUM WAFFLE RID E ON SEPTE MBER 24TH AND TIIE
IRON GAMES ON OCTOBER T sTH. C HIEF DARIN ADAMS: PAyten Crawford - We
had a great tum out with July Jamboree, it was so busy we will increase security in the future.
Hartley - is it on the park? Payten - yes.
CONS
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ChiefAdams - Sgt. Ludlow talked with Payten about people leaving the garden, we will be
making sure they have the security they need. Otherwise, we give a positive
recommendation.

CONSIDER AN AGREEIIIENT WITH THE HAN{ILTON FORT WATER USERS.
DIANE JANES/PAUL BITTMENN: Paul - this started 100 years ago, in the 30's
Hamilton Fort deeded easements and rights to Cedar City and they came back in the 40's and
there are notes from the Council getting pipelines built. In the 60's we received more rights
to springs and the swap is the residents get 3 million gallons a year and Cedar City get the
rest. Cedar City constructed what needed to get the water from Shurtz Canyon to our system,
rve have a chlorinator, and for the last 60+ years Hamilton Fort has a tap prior to the
chlorinator, it has been across the old BMX track, under I-15 to the Hamilton Fort Water
users. There have been attempts from the city to get meters and our records are spotty on if
we are successful. Today there are two large subdivisions at the mouth of Shurtz Canyon,
the waterlirre serving the folks has to be moved. Part is a blessing, one the line has reached its
useful life and most likely has leaks and two, this gives an opportunity to put them on a
chlorinated system, so the quality of water will be better, they say it is starting to taste like a
quaking. Hamilton's Fort have been working with the developers to connect into the new
system, south of that there will be a barrel and meter for us to meter the water. They have
went through the work to get a new line to Hamilton Fort under I- 15. We will read that meter
every calendar year, they get 3 million gallons per year, we will mail one bill and they will
get charged like everyone else.
Phillips - do we get one single payment back? Paul - yes, they get to arm rwestle who gets
the bill. There is a spring in the area we have rights to use but we have not used because it
has shifted 40 feet to the south and to rehab it would be difficult, the terrain is very steep and
wooded, but we may want to revisit that. We hiked it, it is steep. Melling I read a report
over a century ago they sent the Mayor and Council up for a week. Mayor - I have hiked
that, they helped me. It would be difficult to develop, but it was difficult to build a line from
there to Hamilton Fort. In 1910 the determination to get water to the valley was amazing.
Melling - if it is under $ 14,000 to develop it would be the way to go.
Ron Thompson - my family is from here and has a deep history in Hamilton Fort and Shurtz
Canyon. I think this agreement is well suited for both the City and Hamilton Fort. I think
eventually they will annex into the city. A system 80 years old, the pipelines wear out, the 2"
line was wom out. We replaced several thousand feet last year and we intend to replace the
entire line. We have made a significant investment and will again in the fall, so rve don't
have systan losses. Thank you, it has been a pleasure to work with Paul, he is tough but
good.

Phillips - this is for the Water Users Association, what if someone builds a home, do they
have water? Ron - they will have to bring water. Paul - they will do that our drill a well.
when people think of Hamilton's Fort, they think of the new Sinclair station, and that is not
Hamilton's Fort. It is a little square around 4000 west and westview Drive where the folks
live. Phillips - outside they square are not included. Paul - if someone else wants to come

in they do the water acquisition process under our current rules and regulations. It would not
prohibit Mr. Thompson from giving an interest to a son or daughter. Ron - there are 5
residential and then some livestock. Some are on tvells and will probably always will be.
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Many years ago, I qrme to the City Council and asked what you should do, and I said annex
to Quichapa so you have control. Counties are not adapted to do the growth, I applaud what
you did in Shurtz Canyon, I hope you continue to do that had have municipal growth.
Melling - expectations, 3 million gallons is not a lot, is everyone on the same page? Ron
we are putting in a new meter system, everyone will be metered. Melling - as a system you
are metering each other? Ron - yes. Utah policy is to meter everyone and the users have
agreed to do that. Melling - Cache Valley you don't have to tell people you are metering,
and they cut their use. Ron - that was in Weber Basin and that is true. We did that in
Washington County.

-

last week we had a gentleman ask why not include information on water bills about
usage. That was researched and we think we can get it included for $'02 per bill.
Paul

-

CONSIDER AN AGREEMENT FOR T HE DO NATION OF PROPERTY WITH
WINDMILL PLA ZA.LLC AND JOE AND BE VERLY BURGESS FOR THE
DONATION OF UP TO 91.5 ACRE S OF LAND. WIN DMILL PLAZNPAUL
BITTMENN: Paul - Windmill LLC and Burgess are developing subdivisions west o f town
Intne +SOO West area. Part of the subdivision is to move a lot of dirt; the land is very flat so
it is hard to drain the land. They have done a lot of work and moved dirt to meet standards.
That has left them with an area on the south end where it is not prime for development. They
approached the city to see ifwe would accept a donation and develop it for recreation over
the next little while. They are ready to donate 32.5 acres within 30 days ofsigning the
agreement. This is in the sE comer of their property, adjacent to cedar Meadows area. we
hive done test pits, we wanted to see if they would drain, some would and a few were
muddy, Jonathan called it a perched aquifer. The other part is they will continue to make
donations at times convenient to them and to the city for up to 91.5 acres. We accept as is, it
was farmland in the past and you would have the financial responsibility to develop into
recreation amenities, basebali and soccer fields, etc. The first 30 acres we have a conceptual
drawing but it depends on the flat part of the bottom. Hartley - what about water? Paul this property annexed quite some time ago and they brought water at that time, prior to
Burgess owning it and the property is considered wet. we will move the wet designation to
the frE portion of their property that is dry. In exchange the Burgess' will deed 9l'S-acre feet
of watei rights thut *" irppl"-"ntal in Coal Creek, about an acre foot per acre. The thought
is we knoli we will not plant grass or other things needing water on every square inch. Sports
fields will need gr*r, oth.r plu."r will have trees and a drip system. Melling - with a big
piece, ifnot mori than l/3 planted in grass we have flexibility. Paul - we need parking- lots,
iestrooms, etc. With the water rights the priority date is July 25,1934, with the Ground
water Management Plan that is the cutoff date. Melling - the cut offs are through the cutoff
date, so those are technically safe? Mayor - no, they are one day out of date' Paul assuming it goes off without a hitch, these water rights will be one day out. Hartley - are
they all s=upp-lemental? Paul - yes, we already have the surface water, these are underglound.
fr{eiting - ihe supplemental are not great, they are tied to Coal Creek, the sole supply rights
*. p."Ity bud, the surface rights are good. Are they coming from Windmill Plaza LLC?
yes. The shares we already have are the good ones. It minimizes the risk with the
Groundwater Management Plan'
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Phillips - I read the agreement; it is very extensive. It is a wonderful opportunity for us to
consider and move recreation to another part ofthe city with the growth to the west. Hartley
- thank you.
can we get a dog park there? It rs a long drive to Enoch. Phillips - it is
something to look at. Mayor - it is a huge piece, I watched thern moving did, it may be a
good place.
Jean Peterson

-

Elizabeth Green - anything to add to the local environment, in Nebraska they have
playgrounds that are water and it is a playground with recycled water.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER DISPOSING OF CITY PROPERTY LOCATED
AT 2180 AND 2181 N. ROSEWOOD LANE . TRAVIS HOLMES/MARC PETERSON/
TYLER ROMERIL: Tyler - Mr. Holmes owns a home in Ashdown Forest Subdivision,
Mr. Peterson also owns a home. Their backyards are adjacent to the drainage systern. There
is vacant property, a triangle shaped piece that is landlocked, they would like to purchase it
from the city for their residential lots. Planning Commission gave a positive
recommendation. Melling - the only issue would be if we have access to the drainage. Tyler
- we have access on the other side, Mr. Hunter has been consulted and is ok. Phillips - what
will that do to flood insurance? Tyler - it was meutioned to Mr. Holmes and Mr. Peterson
that may have rarnifications to them with their insurance.
Mayor Green opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearing closed.
Tyler - if this is approved, they will go get an appraisal, it comes back, I send out an RFP to
the community, whoever bids I bring to the City Council to look at the final proposal to
accept, reject or counteroffer.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORD INANCE ANTENDING THE ZONE
FROl\I DWELLING 1\{ULTIPLE UNIT R.3-M) TO SUU HOUSIN G DISTRICT
(s HT) ) FORPROPERTY LOC ATED AT 2I2S.7OO W. LEAVITT LAI\D/TYLER
ROMERIL: Brent Drew , Leavitt Land - we currently own two parcels and have a contract
on the other parcel. We would like to change to the SHD for student housing, it is general
planned for that. We will be doing single room, single bathroom student housing.

- do you have a concept of what it will be yet? Brent - the planning is still being
it will be similar to the buildings we have been doing. Each floor will have the living
room and bedroom. Phillips - is it 3 or 4 story? Brent - right now it is 3 story. We want the
parking at the back. There will be a 6' masonry wall. We will have to access of a side road,
not off200. Melling - you have to hug one ofthe streets? Brent - yes, we can go up to 15
feet. The front setback is 15'. We will have to talk with the city and fire department on
where they want the access. It will have to be fire sprinkled. phillips at least this is
contiguous across the street from the University. Brent - right now it is between 38 and 40
units. Riddle - where will you enter? Brent - we don't know yet. We have done a permit to
Phillips

done;

remove the building.

Riddle

-

before we approvc this, do we get the option to say we will rrot approve before we
of the building? No, only what is allowed by ordinance.

see the design
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Mayor Green opened the public hearing.

- how can you approve without knowing the finished product, a building 3
stories high in my neighborhood. Why approve ifyou don't know the final plan. Phillips
we don't know the design of anyone's home, it is the same premise. Melling - we have the
US constitution says states can have their own constitution and thousands ofpages of laws
saying what we can and can't do in regulating property. We can set zoning code not biased,
but the way we uphold and execute laws is ifthey are in the bounds ofthat. As long as it
meets zoning and building code it is permitted, ifnot it is not. The fire code, fence
requirements, where on the lot for fire access are all within the prewe. Do we have zones
allowing taller buildings or not. We allow 50 feet in commercial, the council decided instead
ofmore 3 story building we could have fewer 4 story buildings. I live 2 blocks south. Jean
you will decide on the zone change, what if we do a protest? Melling - when updated in the
general plan, this area did not change. Everywhere it was high density around the university
was general planned for student housing, generally the city council's hands are tied if within
the general plan. We can have denial if safety, inadequacy, etc., but absent those elements we
don't deny what matches the general plan. Jean - I love the students, I understand 2 story,
Jean Peterson

-

-

but the new building on the University. I wanted to know why you approve something.
Phillips - without the zone change they can put a 3-story building. Melling - they can have a
lower parking standard, we have a parking study going on now that may eliminate this, we
have over allocated.
Nicholas Benson - the rezoning, once you rezone, that would give the developer an
opportunity to go up to 50'. Melling - they could build anything that matches zoning. with a
parcel this small it may not pencil out. Benson - we need to assume the worst-case scenario?
Yes.
700 and 800 west were not in the original SHD zone so it would be another
expansion, is that correct? Melling - only the property along 200 West. Terri - it continues
to ixpand the SHD, it is hard on people living their lives, there is nowhere safe to go, even
they move, they could find things unpleasant wherever they go. I am happy to see Plum
Criek come that they have carefully planned. This is right in my old stomping ground and
there are people that I care about, many have expressed they are waiting for them to give up

Terri Kenney

-

if

or die off.

Lori Rankle - 700 west resident. I am worried how far this zone will creep down the street.
They are beautiful homes and no way to replicate the homes and the tree lined streets. I don't
want it turn into the student housing zone.
the general plan and zoning are two different animals, SHD is only permitted
around the University, they were already planned R-3, it extends along the freeway. The lots
were zoned high density from 450 - 300 west, those are the only areas if someone comes in
and request a ione change the council would approve. The only change is by the tennis
courts,-and it was becauie it was right on the comer and we refused to change the designation
into 900 west other than the parking area. Lori - how far down the streets? Melling - only
the lots proposed tonight, it can't go further, because it only included the frontage on 200
South. ihere have been requests, but I am not inclined to grant anything further west. Those

Melling

-

_
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homes were all built in the 40's and 50's and a lot are still owner occupied; they are still
family neighborhoods. The overlay was already R-3 and a lot had already been converted.
Lori - not a zone change recently? Melling - the student housing zone has changed in a few
areas, but not all the area. Lori - would you be interested in doing like you did on 100 West,
a historic district and keep the student housing further away from the neighborhoods. We
need to keep the beautiful homes and yards. Paul - we had a great presentation a week or so
ago from a gentleman in the State. Even if you have a historic neighborhood, it gives no
guarantees that things will not change, it does not put limitations on peoples abilities to
change their property. If the property takes tax credits, they are not changing. A lot of folks
think if they have the designation it can't change, but it doesn't guarantee that. Lori - we
need to step back and see the forest for the trees. What about increased traffic, the safety and
congestions.

Phillips - 600 and 700 West are solid University streets, you see in in Bozeman and Carson
City, reminiscent of a college town. Lori - it is being forgotten. I have a 95-year-old
neighbor who was there when every tree was a tirry branch. I want it in a well thought out
way. Melling - I want to be very careful; I hear we should ignore student needs; I know you
aren't saying that. Some people are only here for a few years also. So many intentions are
tied to parking, and we can use tools. Lori - our streets are full of student parking already.
Melling - the parking with the style of bedrooms, the SHD projects tend to have the right
amount ofparking. I would like a parking district around the University, but we don't. they
are public streets that everyone can use them. Do we want students to live by campus or live
out and drivc in. Lori - to interface the students, families and homes need it to be done right.
We have 4- and S-year-olds going down the sidewalks and student drivers. We don't have to
suffer because we live by the University. Phillips - you can pursue a historic district, you
have to go back 50 years, I encourage you to do that.

Cale- I have kept emotion out of this. I own the property adjacent to it on 800 West, the
full length ofboth lots. A 6-foot fence is only a little higher than me. It was said a 3-story
building and I will have no privacy; property value will drop by 30%. Phillips - that won't
happen, I have a 3-story building one house away and my property value has gone up. Sue Sue

I have been approached to sale, the property is narrow, you put a huge building either way
they face, and parking and they can't exit on 200, they are exiting next to homes. I have been
fighting with the city for 35 years, I livcd on 900 West they put in Abbey Inn, I built a home
in Shurtz Canyon and you know what is happening there, I have a home in the center oftown
and now student housing. The srudents prefer not to live in student housing if they can avoid
it. Parking is never adequate. The increased traffic, the lack ofconcem ofhow the citizens
feel, I understand growth, but there has to be a slow down or we will be a little Las Vegas. I
have nothing against the college, but not everything should revolve around them. I have two
grandkids going to SUU that don't live in Cedar City. Continuing to encroach in the
neighborhoods, soon it will be to South Elementary. The same thing happened with the
family properties in Doverville, it is frustrating. I feel like we as citizens vote you to
represent us and I feel it is always the dollar bill that counts. I read something in April 2021
and this unit was not in as part of the SHD. Knowing Leavitt Land, they have a master plan,
they are excellent businessmen. As a homeowner I am frustrated that I can't have a single
unit not encroached by a motel, commercial or student housing. I thought I was safe on 20
acres, and it is going to be a nightmare. What we want is not always selfish. You will have
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to increase your police force. We love where we live and love the community and we want to
be a part of it.

Mayor - you mentioned Doverville, Sue's dad and I care cousins, I was across the street from
the parking lot of the Centrum and my mother had to move, it was diflicult. I don't have
anything wise to say other than we are a community with the university, and I like that
students can come without cars. Sue - can they come without parking lots. 6-foot fence
doesn't block the sound. Mayor- you don't live there. Sue but my son does.
Laura Henderson - it is important to note the historic residents. I have lived here 7 years and
was part ofthe SHD being developed. It is unfortunate we didn't have a historic zone
developed at this time, I think my home and some of the other homes would have been saved
and you wouldn't have heard of the residents all the time. down the street is Founders Hall, I
view two 3-story apartment buildings. We should give more to preservation. My home was
built in the 50's, and I think it is time to level the playing field by preserving the homes.
Once they are gone, they are gone.
Craig Nelson, I live on 800 West and lived on 900 West for 15 years. my major concem is
parking, you drive down 800 West from kiddy highway to 200 West there is not an empty
ipace. Riddle - if they are construction workers you need to go to Layton Construction, in
their contract they can't park there. Craig - just don't let them go to 4 stories. There is not
atough parking for rentals. I have a rental on 900 west, and I make sure there is adequate
parking so they can,t park on the street. Follow the ordinance for parking. I have loved
having 800 West closed with the construction, it is a through street, then you have to put a
light on the NW comer of the football stadium. When school is in session, going north on
800 West you are putting your life your hands. Just don't do it to 4 stories, keep parking as it
is.

how many fewer parking spaces required if rezoned to SHD. Phillips - '75 per
bedroom. Melling - the matric L3 is too much for student needs. Benson - so from 52 to 30
parking spaces, that is a lot of pressure on the other streets. Is there anlhing from
precluding from building student housing on something zoned R-3? No. Melling - no long
term it is fewer homes.
Benson

-

Laura Henderson - I was at Planning Commission last night and a parking study by Horrick
Engineering and they said a random count ofparking in student housing and non-student
housing, they said 68 percent of the parking in the sHD they observed on April 6 and l3
from 91 12 am totally adequate parking in the lot. Hartley - not homes. Laura - I found it
questionable, they used Gateway, I said that is because foreign students don't bring cars,_so
you can,t use thai as an example. I hear students are parking on the street, you hear residents
say they are parking. Phillips they have every right to park on the street. Laura - I am not

-

saying they can't.

Melling - when I went to University of Iowa I was going to bring two cars, when we sigrred
our lease they said you have a number of parking spots, good luck parking on the street, you
can't, we have guest spots, good luck finding thern. We sold the second car. When parking
is free and avaiiable and we require it from developers as well, it make it so the students
bring two cars not one. Long term we look at permit parking system, on Dewey it is a
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criminal citation, we need uniformed omcers to enforce that. Every other place I see it is
civil and they get volunteers, and it is done and easy, than we get away from all the BS to
tear down more homes. It would solve problems and bring new ones. It keeps charming
neighborhoods, and it allows less asphalt. I would like as little asphalt as possible. Isom
the parking study is coming to council; you are welcome to come and listen to it.
Katie Engler, we own a home on 800 West - I appreciate all the comments, I second the
person that is asking for a light on 200 South and 800, I work at SUU and walk, and I almost
get hit every day.
Carter Wilkey - I serve on the Planning Commission, Laura did talk about the parking study,
the numbers are lower than expected, it was done on a Wednesday night. With the
recommendations we looked at and moved on it did not lower the parking requirernents for
the SHD, only R-3-M.. One problem we have is there is so much under R-3-M and the
townhomes are the ones we have a problem with so it is hard to find a study that fits all.
Apartment buildings, non-student housing there is way more parking than needed. SHD tvas

not addressed.
Darury Fox, I live on 700 West - I am iu support ofstudent housing on the lot proposed if it
complies with R-3-M, but I am opposed to SHD, going from 35' to 50' will not solve the
student housiug problem. Ifthey are in the 35' zone we would not have the amount ofpublic
input. I am concemed about the process, a backward approach on a project basis. In 2018
there was a larger request for the SHD zone, it was rret with a lot ofpublic opposition. There
is a sense that the zone change is rubber stamped by Planning Commission and City Council
and there is no reason to show up. As long as the zoue change is in line with the general plan
it is approved. In 2018 ifthis council voted against the overall zone. Phillips-no, it passed.
Melling - we did a revision two years ago on quality conhols. Danny - why not a holistic
approach, ifyou want it to align with the general plan, instead ofpeace milling why not a
public forum. I knocked on 50 doors last night to make them aware of this meeting, and the
vast majority was not aware. What is happening, developers are sending out notifications
within 300 feet and other property are not being made aware, there is a requirernent to install
a sign, that sign was too small to read from a car. The zone change has not been approved; it
is not there now. I called and it is my understanding there is not a time the sign has to be up.
It is a work around and slide it under the radar, unless within the 300 feet people are not
aware.

Anamika - I work at SUU and live on 700 West, given neighbors concerns and the gentleman
from Leavitt group we don't need a zone change, they don't need to be above 3 stories. I feel
like asking for the zone change is disingenuous. The more stories you add you exasperate
the parking problem. I understand the need for student housing, but also constraint for the
neighborhoods.
Sue Gale - I went to the Planning Commission and what upset me, I got a registered letter,
they passed it to come to the council without them owning the property. My husband talked
to the owner, and they didn't know it was being rezoned. They want it so part can be
donated to the University, and it is a tax write off. They have done wonderful things for the
University. they tell you what you want to hear, nor what was going on. I wouldn,t have
known about the meeting tonight without the gantleman knocking on doors.
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Rose Clement, I don't live in the neighborhood, I did get one for parking on Sage. What is
the difference in controlling parking on Sage Drive and the University. Melling - it is a no
parking red curbed and criminally enforced. We have a residential permit parking on Dewey
and it is only uniformed officers that can write a citation, most universities make it civil.
Hartley - it was a safety issue on Sage. Rose - it is a safety issue; did you not listen to the
neighbors. Melling - if red curbed, no resident or guest could park on the street in front of
their home. Rose - you need to address the issues. Melling - permit parking should happen,
but we don't have it in the ordinance. Rose - what is the process to change it? Melling - it
would be an ordinance change, if there is an interest it would be great. We would need to do
some research; other communities with universities do that.
The hearing closed.

PUBLIC HEARING TO C ONSIDERAN ORD ANCE AMENDING T HE
GENERAL PLAN FROM HIGH D ENSITY RESID ENT IAL TO SOUTHERN UTAII
UNIVERSITY STUDENT HOUSING FOR PROPERTY LOCATED AT 2OO SOU TH
T4OO WEST. PLATT & PLATT /TYLERROMERIL Mayor-7&8arethesame
project, public hearings will be held together.
the area all the way to the freeway
north is all student housing next to the freeway. We are on the west side of I-15, down to the
carwash on College Way is student housing.
James Boud,

I own this property and it is under contract

-

Tyler - it is multifamily zoning, not SHD. James Boud - the R-3 zone used to be all the
zonlng. until 15-20 years ago no one built single bedroom housing. I build college way and
Statlium Way with 3 bedrooms, when you build housing now they want single bedrooms. In
the old R-3 if you have a one bedroom you have to have 1.3 parking places, even with 2 .
people. A buiiding with single bedrooms you are required to have 1.5 parking spaces. -I_have
the
a complex in Ephraim, I built the same as stadium way without basements, the way of
futurels to build to let each student have their own bedroom' I tried to do that with the same
floor plaq and it was impossible. You end up with single bedrooms is a little bigger building
antl you end up with moie parking for two students. If I build in sHD I have I .5 parking for
bedrloms, tha:t is what everyone igrores, that is what your parking study showed. Single
bedrooms for single kids are what is done, some have been converted. 1 .5 parking spaces for
2 students or 1.3, that shouldn't be overlooked. I am moving for a one-acre parcel, in
Planning commission I asked for 19 acres to be rezoned, I saw all the opposition, I talked
with thJperson with the eamest money, their plan is approved within the R-3 zoning, they
have everything for that. I am removing I 8 acres from the sHD. If you have single
bedrooms for single students, you have less people on the property and your building have to
going to
be bigger. You can't put 6 kids in the floor plan people have used. Everyone that is
speak-is under the impression that I will be asking for my 19 acres to be rezoned, I am not,
general
the buyers of the l8 acres have their site drawn out, they are doing townhomes and
up*t n"nt. in that zone, they didn't need student housing. I am asking for 1.3 acres to be
."ron"d. If you allow it to i SHD, it is contiguous, across the freeway from the SHD zone. If
you allow tire 1.3 acres you will have less students than a shared bedroom building' You will
presently
Lave a more stringent parking requirement. You have 1 .5 spaces for every 2 kids,
I
parking.
get
the
and
go
stories
over 3
you have 1.3 spaces ror z ras. on I acre you can't
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am asking, and you have a more stringent parking requirement in the SHD because you only
have one person per bedroom. Everyone at Stadium Way walks to school, why go search for
parking. Most people from College Way rvalk also. It is all student housing, although it is
not the zone. I want the zone to be right for my buyer to have single bedrooms. That is less
students per lot. My buyer can build a 3-story building with more students. At the last
hearing I read a letter from Stuart Jones, he pointed out it is single bedrooms wanted and
SUU is for the zone change. They have a geat shortage. This is at the bottom ofa steep hill,
there are no houses close by, there is only a small house that will be tom down someday. I
am requesting a zone change resulting in less students and more parking. Straight across the
sheet of I-15 is SHD, I believe I meet the requirements, I think for the first-time people
realize I will get lcss students on that property.

llartley

-

I want to clari$, I was ou Council when created the SHD, it was a very specific

area, there is a lot ofproperty not in the SHD overlay zone that was very specific, when you
say it qualifies, it is outside what was created. Jim - legally it is contiguous. Phillips - how

many units are you proposing? Jim - I have a buyer, how many units I got 26 rlnits. phillips
- what are you going to do about traflic? Ridge Road was not built for the traffic it has now.
Jim - we already met with developers on l8 acrcs, and they have the right to proceed, they
met with the city planners. The city owns the last acre, there is a stub for a road. Melling - I
am sympathetic to the parking issue, but as someone that lived in Willow Brook and was
pulled over because I drove to school. As long as parking is free and available close to
classrooms, a lot of kids will drive. The SHD was desigred with that in mind, there was a lot
of input in that overlay and there was a portion of one lot included and it made sense. This
does not fall into the category, there is a big U traffic wise. At this point the R-3 parking
issue will be remedied. I am not inclined to expand the overlay without significant policy
changes not encroaching into the older neighborhoods and traffic issues. Jim I am in an R3 zone, if I want to build, I have the legal right to do that. If I build shared room apartments,
I will have morc kids live there. Phillips - R-3 doesn't have to be shared. Jim - single
bedrooms I have to have 1.3 parking spaces per kid. It is crazy. Melling as far as fte city
council, we have the tools at our disposal, zoning, dcvelopment agreements, with the zoning
tools R-3 is not sensible in many ways, that is why we are looking at the parking and within
the next few weeks we may take care of some of those aspects. The council decided to only
keep it in thc overlay. Jim - I fill up with shared bedrooms, so if I do that in R-3 I contribute
to the parking problems. My buyer is focused on the one bedroom per student.

Mayor Green opened the public hearing for item 7 & 8.
Teri Kenney - I am supportive ofthe negative recommendation; this does not fit in the
overlay and would set a dangerous precedent. It would make it possible to for anyone to say
we wallt the SHD zone. By waiting a little longer, the parking issues will be resolved for the
property owner and buyer. I appreciate the council for thinking this through.
Nicholas Benson, resident, I live just up the hill at the top of Ridge. we have been coming
forward as a neighborhood and we have coucems with the rezoning, many mentioned by the
Council, traffic, parking, and a few other things. you are doing a study safng we have too
much parki,g. Melling - in R-3. Nicholas - if they build what they can. Melling SHD are
closer to adequate parking, R-3 requires excess parking. Nicholas rvhat we havi found the
parking complexes are full and on street parking is full all the time. I understand there were
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variances. We have the issue already. Melling - University West wasn't at 1.3. Hartley - it
was Thunderbird that got the variance, I think it was .8. Nicholas - we already have a
problan with that level of parking and now we are double downing by rezoning. It is not the
best interest ofthe community. By spot zoning it is fragnenting neighborhoods. I realize he
has a buyer, but we are talking about giving him the opportunity to do what is allowed in the
zone. It is intended they do a 3 story, but that is not what we are approving. With the kaffic,
most students walk, they do especially from the 1400 south complexes, they go up a liule
goat trail and go over the bridge, they do it with a bike and it is dangerous. When you take a
bike on University bridge no one can get by you and now we will add more volume and that
is concern. The two side streets don't have sidewalks and there is a lot of traffic. The City
Engineer did a study on Ridge, while preliminary, it is about 50% higher than what it is
desigred for. We are very busy on Ridge, and it will create more traffic. It is busy there and
we will make it busier. I have letters from 20 households on the north side of Ridge and
1400 South echoing the issues we have. I know SUU needs housing, but I think it creates a
public health and safety issue. I see no reason to change the general plan, a lot of time and
effort went into this.
Brian Maxfield, 145 S. Ridge Road - I have been a city planner over 40 years I have seen ins
and outs, I support the idea of the general plan, SUU created problems itselfby building
south ofthe .niversity, I think that is the purpose of the overlay. R-3 allows higher density,
it has a problern rvith 5,000 square foot lots or 24 units per acre. There is usually a number
ofvehicle trips per day before we require a second access and that would alleviate a problem.
I Know SUU discussed with Cedar City to widen the bridge and a real bike lane and that
should be a priority for the STIP. I know it is expensive, but that needs to be taken into
consideration.

warren woolsey, lived on Ridge for 53 years - on Monday I was walking on Ridge and I
looked back and the traffrc was bumper to bumper both directions and I could not cross the
street. It is fair for him to develop his property; you have to negotiate. I agree with the oneacre development and the R-3 to remain as is. Looking at the City planning for the overpass
down Sage brive and 600 South, I have seen cars go off, ifyou put a sigrral, it could be a
problem tming ro a stop. If you build a road up to 600 South, it is a blind spot, stop signs oI
signal there wi[ be a problem. If you add college students, you can't cross the road on foot.
Itls not tnre all kids walk; I have been to the home on the comer, and they drive. There was
a girl raped on center street and they put up the chain link fence. They do walk up a trail to
g"1to th" or..puss, it is dirt. In the future as you consider all things, keep these things in
mind.
Kevin Tipton, I live next to Mr. Benson - I appreciate you giving considerations with-the_
zone change and improvement in the area. All of the apartments which have a lot of families
also, the contribution is not just student housing. There is only one road into that area, I -.
*orid *"o*uge the council to consider comments on safety issues' there are no sidewalks,
so if it is foot tr;ffic, there is nowhere for people to drive. there is not room for bikes on the
center street overpass. I think the city is concemed with the safety issues, now that school is
in and college wilibe soon, I encourage the city to do a study again. We have now_painted
tuming lanei, so I know it is a problem. Down the 17 acres, there is a plumbed in dirt road, it
would take a lot ofheavy construction to do that. Ifyou ale there at 8:00 am and 3:00 pm it is
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school buses,

it takes

10- 15 minutes to get through

there. If the buyem come to you, I hope

this information is brought through.
Cheryl Goodrich, 331 S. Ridge for 30 years. - I loved our home when I bought it, 30 years
later between 7 and 9 you can't get out either way. At the boftom at Center ifyou tum right,
it takes so long because of cars coming from college and going to work and it takes so long
that I don't go that way in the moming. People are going up Ridge Road, if you stand and
watch the stop sign on Ridge, people don't stop. We have four children, the last two were
raised in Cedar City. When it would snow in the winter, we would tell our daughter not to go
down Ridge Road, every winter there are accidents. Add more traffic is ludicrous. I can't
believe how many accidents there would be. I love my neighbors but now I would not
recommend anyone buy a home on Ridge Road.
James Mathews

- 166 S. 1400 West, across from Thunderbird Terrace, I work at the college,

their parking for housing is always full, Thunderbird Terrace spills onto the street. There is
high traffrc out of there and most students do drive. Cinnamon Tree is serving families and
young couples, and their parking lots are not as full like Thunderbird Terrace. Also, they
push their snow removal into my driveway. Ifthey do develop, I would like to see speed
bumps. I support development and you can make money within the parameters. I think you
need more sample points on parking, they are within walking distance, but most students
come with a vehicle.

Jim Boud - across from College Way a new 4 story building has gone up with single
bedrooms for single students, 4 per building, they are 4 short on parking. There must be some
variances. Single room apartments, ifonly required to put .75 you will end up with less
students. The number of units, my buyer looked both ways, the most with shared is 20 units,
if he goes to single bedrooms, the most is 17 units.
The hearing closed.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINAN CE AMENDING THE ZONE
FROM DWELLING MULTIPLE UNIT R-3-M) TO SUU HOUSING DISTRICT
(S HD ) FOR PROPERTY LOCATED,\T 2OO SOUTH 1 4OO WEST. PLATT & PLATT/
TYLER ROMERIL: This item was discussed with th e above item.
CONSIDER BIDS FOR THE SOUTHVIEW TRA IL PROJECT. LISA BENSON:
Jonathan - we don't have bids yet, we had delays in finishing design, the bids will be here
Friday.

CONSIDER
INSTALLATION OF A 4-W AY STOP AT TIIE INTERSECTION
OF CENTER STREET /1150 wE ST. JONATIIAN STATHIS: Melling - the roundabout
is the long-term investment; I think it is a no brainer. Phillips - they have to be flashing
signs. Melling - do we need some kind of notice, if rnoving west to the east saying downhill
stop ahead. Jonathan - that is a great idea. I talked with Jeff Hunter, he feels they can keep it
plowed and sanded. Phillips - you have a similar thing on Sage Drive. Hartley - maybe we
can have a trailer with a message when first installed. Melling - I don't know with UDOT
standards, but a stop ahead would be helpful.
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Ryan Marshall - next week we are putting the sigrrs by Cedar High school. We have the
boards out for chip seal, but we could put a sigrr out like we did on Cove Drive. We will do
that by the school also.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 32
REGAR.DING THE MINIMUM WIDTH OF PUBLIC UTILITY EASEMENTS ( PUE )
IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS, JONATHAN STATIIIS: Jonathan - we had concems
recently on the PUE's on residential lots, currently it is 10 feet wide. With the number of
utilities and the size of power boxes it is pushing utilities out ofthe 10 feet and gas ends up at
12 feet and it causes conflict with lot owners. I have had a request to increase that to 15 feet
in front ofresidential lots. I have one exception in the SHD, the setback in the front is 15
feet, so that would stay at 10 feet. I don't see that as a problem, in the older areas the PUE is
in the back of the lots. Phillips - the perception is that it is one more exception with the SHD
zone, everyone else has to take a hit, I understand what you are saying, but that is the
perception. Melling - with the SHD it is different because if utilities access it is infrequent
and when they access that it will be all at once. I have an issue also, especially in R- I , R-2- I ,
and R-2-2, it will really mess with the building envelope would the council be open to reduce
the mandatory minimum lot width, not the setbacks, on those zones to deal with the building
envelope. Keep the setbacks instead of 90 to 80 in R- 1, instead of 70 feet, 60 feet in R-2 and
R-2-2 maybe 30 instead of 35, I think that would be enough that we wouldn't have weird
building envelopes. Then you have narrower deeper lots, this will add another 5 feet into the
setback of the building. Jonathan - no. Mayor - it is an easement in the front lawn. Paul
PUE's they plant grass and flowers and sidewalks; you just can't put a structure. Phillips
are PUE getting greedy, they will take what they can get, what has changed in 25 years?
Jonathan - the size of their facilities. We could have the power company here to explain.
The boxes are larger, people are using more power. Melling - you keep the 25' setback.
Jonathan - it is 1 foot behind sidewalk for the setback. Melling - you can't build within 25
feet, porches? Jonathan - 5' projection. Melling - so 20 feet. The build structure doesn't
change with that. No. Paul - nothing will change. Jonathan - the RNZ zone will be
affecied. Melling - it has narrow lots, so it won't be impacted. This doesn't impact the build
structure. Paul - no, ifthe power company needs a bigger box, they will take more room in
the PUE. Hartley - have we talked with developers; does it affect them? Jonathan - this
curme up in Saddleback Ridge, it was Phil Schmidt that brought this forward. I could go to
the building community for feedback if you would like. Hartley - yes. Jonathan - I will

-

send

it to Homebuilders.

Mayor Green opened the public hearing. Rose Clement - why does the power company need
more space. The hearing closed.

CONSIDER A RESOLUTION CHANGING D ETAIL R.3 OF THE CEDAR CITY
ENGINEERING STANDARDS. JO NATHAN STATH IS: Jonathan - this piggy backs on
this ordinance, changing the PUE to 15 feet.
CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING C HAPTER 23 REG ARDING MINI MUM
CE ANI OUNTS ACCEPTABLE BY THE CITY. TYLER ROME RIL: Tyler
INS
- Cedar City is part of URMA, and they put out a memo giving advice on what cities should
do to protect itself from liability. We have a resolution that contains 90% of what is
recommended. We rvere updating the amounts and elected to put it in Chapter 23 to it is
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easier for staffand the public to find. It would be in 23-15 (A) (2) inoeased aggregate
amount frorn $2 million to $3 million and workers comp will be adjusted according to Utah
State limits, I added contractor/professional liability coverage to $l million, added a sexual
abuse/molestation liability coverage to a million, IT and pollution liability coverage, with the
last two added we would reach to URMA on a case-by-case basis. Hartley - why by
resolution before? Paul - the prior attempt was working with Leisure Sewices to have the
city sponsor events and it would waive insurance requirements, it was an attempt to say we
don't sponsor everyone, and it was done by resolution. Melling - who in staffdeals with it?
Paul - it depends, Brooke, our office, Leisure Services. Phillips - upping the coverage
amounts? Paul - Utah has liability caps, if the jury awards against a municipality 0re courts
set aside a high amount, they didn't use to change it was static, until the bus load ofkids at
Utah State died in a storm and it rolled. The Legislature adjusted the caps and the increase.
We are increasing because the Legislature increased and URMA advised we stay above the
cap. Phillips - what does it do to the Lion's Club, do they have insurance and have to have
more? Paul - they should have insurance all along and it increased their limits so it may cost
them a little more. Riddle - as you deal with norr-government entity, the limits are going up.
People are becoming more sue happy. Paul -and jury's award larger judgments. Riddle - all
my liabilities have gone up, my aggregate is $5 million per contmct, personal liability is $3
million as is workers comp. Hartley - what is new? Tyler - increased from $2 to $3 million,
added C, and E was added, we require professional liability, but it is now in ordinance, F, G,
*A"). Hartley where do we find the resolution? Paul it is
H are all new (see Exhibil
online, at the bottom of the website the intranet, it is in that list ofdocuments.
Rose Clements - Ifraising rate will that cost to use pickleball courts? Paul -no, ifyou have
a baseball toumament you bring insurance. Tyler - if you have more than 500 attendees, for
an event, use the parking structure, have a Rodeo, etc.

ADJOURN: Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum at 8:55 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous

R

Savage,

City Recorder
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EXHIBIT "A"
CITY COUNCIL - AUGUST

17, 2022

a)

The business had a regular City business license at a previous Cedar
City location immediately preceding the application for the license at
the transitional location; consecutive transitional licenses shall not be
granted;

b)

A new, permanent location will be established and licensed within the
next six (6) months;

c)

The applicant has paid a full amual business license fee as contained
in Section 23-7(A); and

d) All

fire, safety, and zoning requirements are satisfied for the
transitional business location.

(E) Keep Records. Keep all records

and books necessary to the computation

ofthe

applicable fees and to the enforcement of this Chapter.

SECTIO\ 23-15. Certificate of lnsu rance Rrouirements,
(A) City Staff shall use the follou'ing when assessine the amount of insurance an
individual event or activitv shall be reouired to obtain:

l)

A.ctivities with si lar numbers of anticiDated DaniciDants and risk will not be
rcouired to Drovide insurance
a. Park oavilion rentals for srouos of less than 100 nle. Tvoes of
activilies in this cate o rv shall be similar to familv reumons c olrDallv
therin
and church artles
lcnlcs
F
ublic er ents
Not-for-orofi t outdoor dan ces with an estimated attendance of 500
peonle or less.
d. Communitv rall or marche. An festivals.
f. Walks and
Use of the Herita qe Ccnter or Fcstival Hall. unlcs s the event olanned
in these facilities requires insurance pursuant lo Citv ordinance

b.
c.

2l As determined by Ci w Saff. all other Activities ma\ be reouired to obtain the
followins insurance
a. Commercial general liabili tv - Sl million per incident/$4 million
aggregate.
b
c

d
e

Automobile Iiabili tv - Sl million.
Workers' Compensa tion Utah State Limits.
Emoloyer's Liabilitv Insurance - Sl million.
If aoolicable to contractor's orofession - Professional Liab ilitv
Coveraqe - $l million.

If children/minor are involved - Sexual Abuse , Molestation Liabilitv
Coverage - Sl nrillion,
c If provides IT services - Cyber Liabilitv Coverase - amount to be
f.

h

i.

determined based on the sen'ice nro vided to Ci tvIf constmction - Builder's risk. surety bonds, and
Pollution Leeal Liabilitv Coverase - amount to be determined based
on environntental hazards.

3) Activities that fall under the insurance requirements of Section-?3- L512)
include but arc not limrted to:
a. Road or trail races.

Triathlon.
Archery shooting competitions,
d. Rooins events.
e. Barrel racins events.
f. Rodeos.
b.
c.

E.

EquL'strian e\'cnts.

h.

Working cow,ftorse e\ ents.
Reinine shows.
Baseballlsofl ball toumaments,
Srvimming meets.
Musical concensSoccer toumaments.
Not-for-Drofit outdoor dances with anticipated attendance sreater than
500.
Bicvcle races.
Events usine the Citv's ponable stage.
Utah Summer Games.
Parades using a citv street.
Evenls incorDorating, associated with, or offering animal rides,
inflatable slides or othcr interactive inflatable attractions- mechanical
rides or amusement devices. climbine walls. food or liquor. or other
sirnilar deviccs
Soao box derbv.
Evcnts using the toD floor ofthe iw parkins garaqe for something
other than Darkins.
Camivals.
Circus.
Aircraft or hot air balloons. and
Motorized racing vehicles.

i.

j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

r.
s.

t.
u

v.
w.
x
v

SECTION 23-156. Transfer of License or Permit.
No license or permit granted or issued under any of the provisions of this Chapter shall be
assignable or transferable in any manner.

